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Chemistry 1000  $29.99
Discover the fantastic world of chemistry! How 
can you fill a balloon without blowing into it? 
How do plants reproduce? What’s necessary for a 
fire to spread? Find out these answers and much 
more with 80 exciting experiments!  AGES 8+
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Dr. Eureka  $28.99
Are you the smartest scientist in the lab? 
Find out in this brainteasing speed logic 
game as you complete super-important  
experiments for Dr. Eureka by moving  
materials from tube to tube without  
dropping them. Not as easy as it sounds.  
AGES 8+ |  1+ PLAYERS

GOLD
STAR
AWARD

Gold Star Toys
Each year, Neighbourhood Toy Stores of Canada 
(NETS) awards a Gold Star to several toy products. 
These are products that parents and NETS  
retailers believe offer exceptional play value and 
repeatedly engage and fascinate children long 
after they have come out of the box!

About Us
Neighbourhood Toy Stores of  
Canada (NETS) is a network of retailers, manufacturers and sales agents 
that work together to provide quality specialty-toy and children’s products  
in communities across Canada. 

Individually, each retail member is dedicated to being a superior source  
of new and innovative quality products for local children of all ages. 

As a group, we share the values of customer service and community 
involvement, and look for ways that our collaborative network can be  
of benefit to Canadian families.

Information: www.neighbourhoodtoystores.ca



Latest & Greatest

Fast Flip  
Racetrack  $34.99
Watch your race cars flip over  
each other as they come racing  
down! Which car is the fastest?  
This racetrack develops coordination,  
imagination and simple problem  
solving skills while having a racingly 
good time. Ready, set, go!   
AGES 18 MO+
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My First Set: Ice World  $59.99
Shapes and magnets equal frosty building fun! You’ll be 
able to build at least 10 cold-weather creations, including  
a polar bear, a whale, a seal, a snowman and an igloo,  
with this 30-piece set of magnetic squares and triangles.  
AGES 18 MO+

Family Games Compendium  $29.99
Never be bored again! Packaged in a cool, retro style  
box, this set contains five classic games – a yo-yo, a marble  
game, a pick-up stick set, a card game set and a tumble 
tower – to deliver hours of old-fashioned fun. Games on!   
AGES 5+

Hogwarts School 
Poster-Puzzle   
$24.99
Take your poster-puzzle from  
table to wall – without glue!  
First, put together this 500-piece, foam-backed Hogwarts 
School puzzle. Then, thanks to snug, tight-fitting pieces, lift  
it and pin it onto your wall. Is that magic or what?  AGES 12+

HARRY POTTER characters, names and related indicia are © &  
™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. WB SHIELD: TM & © WBEI.   
J.K. ROWLING`S WIZARDING WORLD™ J.K. Rowling and  
Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. Publishing Rights © JKR. (s16)

Toddler Beat Box Set  $49.99
Everything you need for an afternoon jam session!  
This instrument set includes four different rhythm and music 
makers – perfect for young musicians to explore and discover 
their talents. Keep the beat on your own or with friends.  
AGES 12 MO+
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Infant & Toddler

Wee Baby Stella Sleepy 
Time Scents Set  $34.99
It’s bedtime for Wee Baby Stella! Tuck her in  
with cozy, lavender-scented jammies, a snuggly 
bear, a bottle and a book. This soft and adorable 
30 cm (12 in.) Wee Baby Stella doll will become  
a favourite in no time. Sweet dreams!   
AGES 12 MO+ Wee Baby Stella Sweet 

Dreams Bassinet  $24.99
It’s nap time for Wee Baby Stella! Little mothers  
can pretend play and nurture their Wee Baby 
Stella doll in an adorable, lightweight toy bassinet.  
Put her in it to play or to sleep. Sturdy sewn-in 
handles make it easy to take along.  AGES 12 MO+

Sensory 
Shapes  
$24.99
The bright colours  
and knobby surfaces  
are irresistible. For an 
unparalleled tactile 
experience, this six-pack 
of colourful, pliable, 
shapes is unbeatable!  
An added bonus:  
the knobby surfaces 
introduce massage 
stimulation.  AGES 6 MO+

Spin Again  $44.99
It’s a stacking toy with a spin – literally!  
Drop the vibrantly-coloured discs onto the 
threaded corkscrew pole and watch them  
go whoosh as they spin, fast and smooth,  
to settle onto the base that can be set to  
be either wobbly or solid.  AGES 12 MO+

Color Park Playmat  $34.99
Learning colours and animals have never been so much fun! 
Press the hand-held device against one of nine animals and  
learn its name and colour. Perfect for days  
on the go and quiet times at home.  
Folds for easy storage.  AGES 18 MO+

4

DOLL SET AND  
BASSINET SOLD  
SEPARATELY

ONLY THREE 
OF FOUR BALLS 
SHOWN.

Sensory Light Up Balls  $22.99
Shake, rattle and roll! Babies love to explore. The glitter, bells,  
confetti, beads and, of course, lights, make this colouful four- 
pack of light-up sensory ball irresistible!  
      Great for sight, sound and touch  
          sensory development.   
               AGES 6 MO+
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Infant & Toddler

30th Anniversary Pound  
and Tap Bench  $38.99
Redesigned to celebrate Hape’s 30th Anniversary! Pound the 
balls to send them tinkling over the xylophone, or remove  
the keyboard to play it on its own. Promotes fine motor and 
problem-solving skills – and making music, too!  AGES 12 MO+

High Seas Rocker  $119.99
Cast off from shore on imaginary ocean waves! Sit on 
the boat deck, grab the handles, and rock back and 
forth to drift across the deep blue sea in your tugboat 
rocker. Imagine you’re on a high seas adventure!   
AGES 12 MO+

30th Anniversary Blocks  $34.99
A timeless block set that is a kid-approved favourite! These blocks 
are part of Hape’s “We Care We Share” program that donates  
a traceable matching set of blocks to a child in need overseas  
for every one purchased in Canada.  AGES 12 MO+ 5

Storytime Huxley  $44.99
Bedtime just got a whole lot easier! This soft, 
friendly, book-loving bear reinforces the bedtime 
routine – he’s memorized five favorite children’s 
stories and will read them to you. A follow-along 
storybook is included.  AGES 0 MO+

Twilight Buddies  
Hedgehog  $35.99
The dark won’t be scary anymore! This  
ultra-cuddly friend will help ease fear of the 
dark by projecting a starry night sky onto 
bedroom ceilings and walls – with the  
moon and three constellations – in three 
soothing colours.  AGES 0 MO+

Peaceful Panda  
$42.99
Ahhh, a relaxing night’s sleep at last! 
Ultra soft and cuddly, Peaceful Panda 
will become a favourite bedtime buddy. 
Who won’t love his plush exterior and a 
removable speaker box that plays eight 
different soothing sounds?  AGES 0 MO+
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Construction

6

Space City Quadrilla  $169.99
Explore the new glow-in-the-dark space frontier! Build your track and  
launch the marbles through cosmic boosts and glow-in-the-dark loops to  
see which one is the speediest space traveler! Compatible with other  
Quadrilla sets.  AGES 6+

T-Rex & Triceratops  $34.99
Build these two dinosaurs – and more! Make the T-Rex and 
Triceratops, then transform the T-Rex into a Therizinosaurus 
and just keep creating! When these dinosaurs do battle,  
it’s an awesome display of foam-building-set force!  AGES 6+

Musical Rainbow 
Railway  $99.99
Great music will be rolling right 
along! Sort crazy shapes and put 
the music makers in place before 
you send your train tinkling across 
the musical tracks! You’re on track 
for good times and lots of fun!  
AGES 18 MO+

Build-A-Friend  
Ponies  $24.99
Your dream of having a pony is finally 
coming true! Even better, you can have 
two! With 191 pieces and connectors,  
you can build, decorate, accessorize and 
care for your ponies. Time to saddle up 
and have some equine fun!  AGES 6+

MotorBlox  
Robot Lab  $36.99
Give your bricks some go! Build 
and test three different walking 
robots using the kit, then add 
your own bricks to engineer some 
really extreme bots. Completely 
compatible with other well-known 
interlocking block systems.  AGES 8+
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Construction 

Straws & Connectors  $19.99
What’s your next big idea? With 130 straws and 100 
connectors in five bright colours, you’ll be creating forts, 
boats, rocket ships, igloos and more. You probably won’t 
need the idea guide, but it’s included anyway!  AGES 4+

Firefighter Set  $64.99
Time for some serious firefighting along the railway! 
Drive to the scene of accident – with sirens and lights 
on, of course. Your assistant firefighter follows in the 
rescue train. No time to wait – toot-toot!  AGES 3+

7

Zoey’s Pet Vet Van  $39.99
A portable pet hospital and grooming salon in one! Snap  
together building pieces to build the van, add a motor to make  
it drivable and get to work! Includes flip-down pet stations,  
a spinning hair dryer and five super-cute pets.  AGES 6+

Cozy Corner Café  $19.99
Ice cream cone or milkshake, anyone? Will that  
be one scoop or two? Snap together the pieces  
to build a rolling ice cream cart – and start serving  
up cold treats! A fun add-on to the Roominate 
Carnival or Café.  AGES 6+

Mansion  $89.99
Can you say “rotating swimming pool” and “elevator”? Those are 
just two of the imaginative features you can include when you build 
your Roominate mansion using snap-together building pieces!  
Interesting shapes and endless possibilities boost STEM* learning 
and promote creative thinking.  AGES 6+ * 
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Active Play

Jump Rocket LED  
Night Shotz  $29.99
Jump, thump and launch – with a  
light show! When the sun goes  
down, light up the night and dazzle 
your neighbours with three LED  
jump rockets. With a stomp of  
your foot, you can send them  
up to 30 m (100 ft.) into  
the sky!  AGES 4+

8

American Series Crane  
and Fire Trucks  $49.99 each
Ready for hours of truck-driving, crane-operating fun? 
With a working crane that turns 360° and extends over  
1 m (3 ft.) high and many advanced and engaging  
features, these brightly-coloured, super-sturdy vehicles 
are ready for action!  AGES 3+

Chrono Bomb  $54.99
Want to train to become a secret agent? 
Here’s your chance! Build and maneuver 
through “laser” fields to reach the bomb 
before it goes off! Collect mis-
sion and gear cards as  
you race against your own  
time or your friend’s. Tick,  
tick, tick! AGES 7+

Spoon Sled $29.99
Sit, slip and go! Shaped like a double spoon and made 
of smooth plastic for super-fast runs, this durable sled 
fits all sizes from child to adult. Lean your body left  
or right to turn, drag your feet to brake! Available in 
red, blue and green.  AGES 4+

Crossover All-Season 
Scooter  $79.99

Year-round healthy, exciting fun  
       for you! Use the wheels in  
       the summer and the skis in 
the winter to go, go, go! With a 
lightweight, folding frame, you 
can take the Crossover anywhere! 
Supports up to 50 kg (110 lbs).  
AGES 5+

Tiny Tot  
Convertible 
Bike  $129.99
A three-wheeler that becomes 
a two-wheeler – when you’re 
ready! With airless tires,  
wall-friendly hand grips and a  
water-based, non-toxic finish, 
this convertible bike has it all  
for the beginner. Supports up  
to 20 kg (44 lbs).  AGES 12 MO+

CRANE TRUCK

FIRE TRUCK



Imagination
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Rock & Roll It Piano and Drum Kit  $59.99 each
Take your roll-up music makers everywhere! These flexible, portable instruments feature  
amazing sound quality, record and playback functions, multiple sound styles, audio input  
and output and much, much more! Perfect for all aspiring musicians!  AGES 6+

Mini Mani Kit  $13.99
Your fingernails are canvases just waiting 
to be painted. File your nails to a perfect 
shape, polish them pretty and add decals 
to express your creative side! These fast-
drying, non-toxic, water-based, VOC-free, 
odourless polishes are awesome!  AGES 3+

Mini Nail Polish Kit – 
Party Palette  $16.99
Get your friends together and make  
your fingers and toes shine! Suncoat  
nail polishes burst with attitude – they  
are colourful, non-toxic, water-based,  
VOC-free, odourless polishes that  
simply peel off. Includes nail decals and  
a two-sided emery board.  AGES 3+

Tin Tea Set  $34.99
This bright tin tea set is perfect for pretend tea parties! With one 
teapot, four tea cups and saucers, four plates and one tray, the set 
fits perfectly into the matching carrying case for easy transportation 
between parties and picnics, inside and out!  AGES 3+

DRUM KIT

PIANO

Ukulele, Red  
$34.99
Unleash your inner ukulele star! 
This sturdy little red ukulele  
has been carefully crafted to 
fit small hands – four tunable 
strings and a scaled-down 
body make it perfect for young 
musicians to learn on. You’ll be 
leading sing-alongs in no time!  
AGES 3+
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Imagination
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Bird of Paradise  $36.99
This bird is loud, lovable and irresistible! This puppet is a soft, friendly  
playmate with a working mouth and a big squawker! Bright colours, beautiful  
materials and a loud voice give this puppet a wonderful personality and  
stage presence.  AGES 18 MO+

Spray, Squirt & Squeegee  
$26.99
Part of playing house is 
keeping things sparkling 
clean! You can use this 
nine-piece pretend-play 
cleaning set to spray,  
squirt, squeegee, scour  
and scrub using either real 
or imaginary water. Keep the 
set tidy in the carry-along 
caddy!  AGES 3+

Brew & Serve Coffee Set  $26.99
Calling all budding baristas! Now serving coffee at your pretend 
tea parties! Take an order, lift the lid, pop in a coffee pod (choose 
from regular, hazelnut, or mocha) and turn the knob to choose the 
serving size! How would you like your coffee today?  AGES 3+

Lop-Eared Bunny  
$26.99
A lovable bunny full of character!  
This full-bodied lop-eared rabbit has 
been designed to be as soft and cuddly 
as your favourite plush toy, but has all the 
functionality of a puppet. So your bunny 
BFF can hop for laughs and cuddle, too!  
AGES 12 MO+



Imagination
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Slumber Party 
Sleeper  $15.99
A groovy sleeping bag for your 
favourite Groovy Girl! This brightly- 
coloured adorable sleeping bag 
fits any 33 cm (13 in.) Groovy Girl 
doll and comes with a teeny, doll-
sized teddy bear to keep your doll 
company on her first sleepover!  
AGES 3+

Totally Tentastic  $29.99
It’s time for a glamping trip! Your Groovy Girls will love sleeping 
under the stars in this collapsible deluxe tent that has a zippered 
mesh door, nylon door flaps and velcro-like closures to keep 
window coverings up. Fits up to three dolls.  AGES 3+

Brynna  $19.99
Do you want to be friends? 
Brynna hopes so. Brynna is the 
fashion-forward Groovy Girl 
who is as sweet as the candy 
dress she wears, and loves 
pink so much she has it in her 
hair! She’d love to come to 
your house and play with you.  
AGES 3+

DOLL SOLD  
SEPARATELY Tracer Racers RC  

Controller & Racer  $32.99
Small cars – super fast speed! These rechargeable  
racers can zip around the track at a speed scaled from 
800 km/h (500 mph) – so you can imagine the streak of 
light they’ll leave on the Skullduggery glow-in-the-dark 
track (sold separately)! Fasten your seatbelt!  AGES 6+

Tracer Racers RC Police 
Chase Set  $149.99
This is the ultimate police chase! A Mustang police 
cruiser in pursuit of the Camaro suspect vehicle equals 
unparalled high-speed excitement! Add 11 m (36 ft.) of 
glow-in-the-dark track and light trail technology – and 
you’ll be chasing for hours!  AGES 6+



Science
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Snap Circuits Beginner  $32.99
Learning about electronics can be a snap! With colourful 
and easy-to-follow pictorial instructions, you will have hours 
of fun experimenting with electricity, problem solving and 
building over twenty amazing electronic devices.  AGES 5+

Snap Circuits  
3D Illumination  $79.99
Take Snap Circuits to a whole new dimension! With 
mirrors, reflecting circuits and light effects, you can build 
over 150 projects from this set alone or combine with 
other Snap Circuit sets to create even more unique  
3D structures!  AGES 8+

Sick Science Fast Physics  $26.99
How fun can physics be? Find out! From jumping beads, flying 
wooden sticks and climbing goo, you’ll be amazed by the  
insanely cool things you can do with simple motion and everyday 
objects. Open the instruction booklet and get learning!  AGES 6+

Cool Circuits  
Junior  $29.99
Solve puzzles! Create circuits!  
Flash lights! This puzzle set  
challenges your brain with  
40 puzzles that are solved  
when you complete  
the circuit (and  
light up the board)!  
The puzzles gets  
progressively more  
difficult to keep you  
thinking!  AGES 6+

Sick Science 
Slick Tricks  
$26.99
Is it science or magic? Impress 
your friends and family with the 
magic of physics and chemistry. 
With nine cool stunt experiments 
like the Root Beer Genie and the 
Mysterious Water Suspension, 
you’ll astound everyone with  
your slick tricks!  AGES 6+
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Science
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3-in-1 Solar Robot  $24.99
This isn’t any ordinary solar-powered robot! Don’t let 
its compact size fool you. It can walk under sunlight, 
race along the floor, climb along clotheslines and 
be transformed into a cool solar building. Detailed 
instructions are included.  AGES 8+ 

4M RoboBug  $24.99
Build your own robotic bug and watch it go! 
Have fun exploring basic mechanics –  
learn how motors work and how to  
connect a simple circuit. Let this  
easy-to-build bug be your very first  
project in mechanical science!   
AGES 5+

Quicksand & Volcano  $19.99
Danger-free quicksand and a volcano that only looks like it’s 
spewing lava! Watch dinosaur skeletons sink slowly beneath the 
quicksand – and unearth them later for assembly. Or make the 
volcano erupt and create a prehistoric diorama!  AGES 8+

4M Claw Bot  $24.99
A great first project for all junior mechanical scientists! Discover 
the basics of motorized mechanics and engineering by building  
a real moving robot! Build, flip the switch and watch the bot come  
to life with big claws that really move.  AGES 5+

Crystal Science  $19.99
Learn how crystals are formed from different solutions! 
Grow your own trio of crystals – an aquamarine crystal, a 
glow-in-the-dark quartz cluster and a crystal snow tree! 
Display them in a collection and share them with your 
friends!  AGES 10+
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This, That & Everything Game  
$34.99 
Are you a name dropper? In this game, that’s okay!  
This name-dropping party game challenges you to describe 
people, places or things to your teammate – and shout  
out this, that and everything to earn your points.   
AGES 12+ |  4+ PLAYERS 

Prove It  $39.99 
Can you do it best? Prove it! Bet on who can do the given task 
best, and then explain why. The task at hand may require skill, 
brains, luck and/or teamwork! A great family game that proves 
that many things are easier said than done!  AGES 6+ |  3+ PLAYERS 

See-it? Slam-It!  
$29.99 
In this fast-paced spotting game, 
shouting out is a-okay! The objective  
of this fun game of speed and 
observation is to match up picture 
cards and letter cards before your 
opponent does. See something? 
Then slam your hand on the card!  
AGES 8+ |  2 PLAYERS 

Coggy  $22.99 
Get your mental gears spinning! Your 
task is to fold this connected collection 
of sixteen colorful gears into the  
positions that match each challenge 
card. Sounds easy? It’s not! A bending, 
clicking, shape-shifting brainteaser!  
AGES 6+ |  1 PLAYER 

Jeopardy Deluxe Edition   
$34.99 
Here’s your chance to be a 
Jeopardy contestant! Play 
the game at home – any 
time! This deluxe edition 
features extra content and a 
metal ringer. Whether you’re 
the host or player, there’s 
no question you’ll have fun!  
AGES 8+ |  4+ PLAYERS 

Dinosaur  
Snakes and  
Ladders  $17.99 
A prehistoric twist on a classic 
race game! This version is loads 
of dinosaur-tracking fun for 
young paleontologists. Players 
use their counting skills to be 
the first to reach the prized  
triceratops skull. Track, count 
and roar!  AGES 3+ |  2+ PLAYERS 
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Games & Puzzles 
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Hogwarts™  
Great Hall  $54.99 
The magic is at your fingertips! 
Come up from the boat house  
and bring to life the Great Hall, 
Dumbledore’s office and the  
surrounding buildings of the  
Hogwarts™ School of Witchcraft  
        and Wizardry in this  
         850-piece 3D puzzle.   
             AGES 14+ |  1+ PLAYERS

Headgames  $22.99 
Play catch on a whole new level! Suitable for 
indoor and outdoor play, Headgames is a hilarious 
game for two players. Score points by tossing 
squishy balls at your opponent’s head. Come on,  
get your head into it!  AGES 6+ |  2 PLAYERS 

Hogwarts™ Express  $34.99 
Step right this way! Board the Hogwarts™ Express  
for a magical journey to Hogwarts School  
of Witchcraft and Wizardry. Build  
this 460-piece 3D puzzle of the  
iconic steam engine and embark  
on a voyage full of surprises!   
AGES 14+ |  1+ PLAYERS

UP ON THE ROOFTOP NEXT GOAL WINS

Cobble Hill Family Puzzles  $19.99 each 
Big, small and medium – all in one. These high-quality family puzzles have 400 pieces in three  
different sizes – bigger pieces for smaller hands, smaller pieces for bigger hands, and medium  
pieces for everyone – family time made easy.  AGES 8+ |  1+ PLAYERS

PUPPY PAIL

Word Q  $19.99 
Does your brain need a workout? Try Word Q, 
the jumbled crossword brainteaser. Arrange  
the letters that belong to your puzzle so they 
form words in every row and column. Includes 
40 puzzles with levels from beginner to pro!   
AGES 8+ |  1 PLAYER 

HARRY POTTER characters, names and 
related indicia are © & ™ WBEI.  
Harry Potter Publishing Rights © JKR.
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Games & Puzzles
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Klask  $79.99 
Are you ready for a frantic, magnetic game of skill? Maneuver your 
strikers using powerful steering magnets to get the ball into your  
opponent’s hole – without letting any of them get stuck. First player  
to six points wins the game!  AGES 8+ |  2 PLAYERS

Santa’s Ready  $21.99 
This puzzle will fill your waiting-for-Christmas 
time! It’s Christmas Eve – the elves are  
wrapping up the last presents and Santa’s  
getting ready to go. Expert puzzler or not, 
you’ll enjoy the activity in this 1,000-piece 
puzzle.  AGES 12+ |  1+ PLAYERS 

Smiley Games  $14.99 
Five easy-to-learn games to make you smile! 
Oh, the fun you will have with 48 cards  
and two dice – for games that give  
your memory, reflexes and visual  
perception a workout, and teach  
strategy and concentration.  
Are you ready to play?   
AGES 5+ |  2+ PLAYERS

Buggaloop  $39.99 
Ready for a bug ‘em out game of 
chance! Look out! There’s a hexbug  
in the yard and it’s coming after you!  
In this fast-paced game, your goal  
is to get your bugs across the yard  
 – before the hexbug gets them!   
AGES 6+ |  2–4 PLAYERS 

DICEcapades  
$26.99 
Challenge your brain, body 
and creativity with tons of dice! 
With a mixture of dice games, 
physical challenges, artistic 
creations and trivia questions, 
DICEcapades isn’t just about  
the luck of the dice – it’s the 
smarts of the roller, too!   
AGES 12+ |  2+ PLAYERS

NHL Fastrack  $34.99 
Ready, aim, score, win! NHL finger hockey has never 
been so much fun! If you’re the first one to send all 
your pucks to the opposite side, you win the period! 
This game takes speed and precision to master – just 
like ice hockey!  AGES 5+ |  2 PLAYERS



 

Arts & Crafts
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Pom Pom Rug  $32.99
Brighten your room with a super-plush  
pom-pom rug! Stylize your rug with a heart, 
an initial, a fun pattern – or something you 
design. Includes everything you need  
to make one finished rug measuring 46 cm  
(18 in.) in diameter.  AGES 7+

Light-Up Water Globe  
$19.99
Colour, bake, shrink and shake! Create your 
own water globe that lights up in cool blue! 
Everything you’ll need – from supplies and 
tools to the battery – are included. A fantastic 
addition to any room, made your way!  AGES 7+

Macramé  
Zing Bag  $26.99
It’s all about the fringe! Go bo-ho chic wearing your own trendy 
beaded macramé cross-body bag! Learn the classic technique of 
macramé by following the preprinted pattern board. Accent beads 
and fabric liner included.  AGES 12+

Super String Lanterns  $32.99
Add chic to your room with handcrafted string lanterns,  
complete with trendy tassels. Learn classic string art skills as 
you craft these three beautiful lanterns with tassels. Kit comes 
with everything you need, including batteries!  AGES 12+

Trés Chic Trio  $32.99
Show off your sparkle and shine! This trio  
of trinket trays is perfect for holding your  
rings and small, beautiful things! Learn to  
do reverse glass painting and marblizing 
techniques to create these chic accessories. 
Makes three dishes.  AGES 12+
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Paint Your Own  
Porcelain Vases  $29.99
Show off your artistry and beautiful flowers at the same 
time! Design and paint the three vases, then bake them 
for a glossy finish. The easy-to-follow instructions show 
you painting techniques to create the effects you want.  
AGES 8+

Sketch & Sniff  
Note Pads  $4.99 each
These sassy notebooks will make you smile, scratch and sniff! 
Each set contains an 80-page notepad with a scratch-and-sniff 
cover (in lemon-lime, cherry cookie, or donut scent) and a like-
scented glitter gel pen. Which ones will you pick?  AGES 5+

Moon Torch   
$6.99
Take the full moon wherever 
you go! Turn on this pocket-
sized moon torch and project  
an image of the full moon  
onto the wall or ceiling at 
night. Enjoy hours of fun in  
the moonlight! For indoor  
use and out (especially if 
you’re in a tent!).  AGES 5+

My Fairy Garden:  
Tree Hollow  $29.99
Grow your own magical, real, live fairy  
garden! Connect with nature – grow the  
seeds, care for the plants – and play with  
Willow, the fairy, and her adorable woodland  
friend, Nibbles the bunny! It’s a fun  
grow-and-play set!  AGES 4+

Maddyloo Hair Tattoos  
$12.99 each
How cool are hair tattoos? Very! Specially created 
for use on your hair, Maddyloo hair tattoos come in 
three fun varieties: Metallic, Glow in the Dark and Pop 
& Trendy. Perfect for parties, dress-up, school or just 
chillin’ with your friends.  AGES 4+
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Travel-Size Qwirkle  $22.99
Mix, match, score and win – on the road! Perfect to 
take everywhere, travel-size Quirkle plays just like the 
award-winning original. Matching colours and shapes 
might sound easy, but it takes logic and strategy to 
score big!  AGES 6+ |  2–4 PLAYERS

Dr. Cool Dig Kits  $6.99 each
Dig away – and discover a treasure! These fun, hands-on digging kits 
contain a digging brick, a genuine treasure hidden inside, all the tools 
you need to excavate and an information guide to learn about the  
specimen you uncover!  AGES 6+

Christmas Charades  $8.99
In this game, it’s absolutely okay to act out! Loaded 
with laughs and holiday cheer, Christmas Charades is a 
must for fun whether you’re at home or on the way to 
Grandma’s house. It’s all about what’s on the cards!  AGES 

8+ |  4+ PLAYERS

Pickles to Penguins 
Travel Game  $12.99
What’s the connection between… Pickles 
and penguins? Bees and balloons? Guitars 
and jars? You have to think fast to figure 
it out. This travel card game is the perfect 
take-along on a fun day away! Lots of  
silly fun!  AGES 8+ |  2+ PLAYERS

Twinkling Tree  
Thinking Putty  $19.99
Shimmers by day, sparkles and glows by night!  
Fun and piney-green festive, Crazy Aaron’s Twinkling 
Tree Thinking Putty is a perfect way to celebrate 
the season! Charge it with the blacklight key chain 
(included) and watch it glow!  AGES 6+
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STORE HOURS 
Monday to Friday 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. • Saturday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 

Sunday, December 4, 11, 18 12 p.m. - 4 p.m.

LOCATION

1030 Confederation Street (at Murphy) 
Sarnia, Ontario  N7S 6H1

519-336-4381

www.thetoycorner.com

Not all products may be exactly  
as shown.

Bzzz Oink Bingo
Ages 3+ | Players 2+ | $19.99

Piggies on the Run
Ages 3+ | Players 2-6 | $19.99

Princess Snakes and Ladders
Ages 3+ | Players 2-6 | $17.99

Adventures in Storyland!
Ages 5+ | Players 2+ | $32.99

Walk Like a Chicken
Ages 3+ | Players 2+ | $17.99

Dragon Dash
Ages 5+ | Players 2-6 | $19.99

Pirate Snakes and Ladders
Ages 3+ | Players 2-6 | $17.99

Noggin Playground 
is all about fun and 
games! Whether played 
at home or at school, 
Noggin Playground 
games are a great way 
to nurture your growing 
child’s mind. Designed 
to engage, educate and 
entertain, our games 
are simple enough for 
kids to play on their 
own – and are oodles of 
fun for adults when they 
decide to join the action! 
The variety of Noggin 
Playground games 
offer an opportunity for 
children to learn social 
skills, critical thinking, 
basic math concepts, 
decision making and 
creative exploration. 


